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Every 13,000 years on Earth a sacred and secret event takes place that changes
everything. Mother Earth's Kundalini energy emerges from its resting place in the
planet's core and moves like a snake across the surface of our world. Once at home in
ancient Lemuria, it moved to Atlantis, then to the Himalayan mountains of India and
Tibet, and with every relocation changed our idea of what spiritual means. And gender.
And heart. This time, with much difficulty, the Serpent of Light has moved to the Andes
Mountains of Chile and Peru. Multi-dimensional, multi-disciplined, and multi-lived, for
the first time in this book, Drunvalo begins to tell his stories of 35 years spent in service
to Mother Earth. Follow him around the world as he follows the guidance of Ascended
Masters, his two spheres of light, and his own inner growing knowledge. His story is a
living string of ceremonies to help heal hearts, align energies, right ancient imbalances,
and balance the living Earth's Unity Consciousness Grid-- in short to increase our
awareness of the indivisibility of life in the universe. We are all--rocks and people and
interdimensional beings--one!
The Essenes, the Kahunas of Hawaii, Pan and the nature kingdom, the angelic kingdom,
the Vedas and Upanishads, the Kabbalah, the Yoga sutras of Patanjali, the Egyptian
mysteries, and The Keys of Enoch: These profound spiritual teachings, unknown to so
many on our planet, are a valuable resource to anyone wishing to move further along
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the path to enlightenment and ascension. This book contains a wealth of information on
esoteric teachings, from the ancient mystery schools to the recently founded religions.
More than a mere retelling of well-known facts, the story begins with what may be the
most elusive knowledge of our time —that of the extraterrestrial presence on Earth.
This is a revised and expanded edition of Barbara and Gerry Clow’s classic 2004 text.
This sequel to the bestselling underground classic The Pleiadian Agenda outlines their
theory of the nine dimensions of human consciousness and how those nine dimensions
have become essential to our evolutionary survival. Incorporating the research and
insight of the Swedish biologist Carl Calleman, the Clows demonstrate how recent
scientific discoveries validate their theories. The existence of the nine dimensions of
human consciousness can be proved by science. The most controversial aspect of this
book is their exploration of the Mayan prophecies. Counter to much of the prevailing
opinion, the fulfillment of the prophecies will not result in the Apocalypse, but will usher
in a new and expanded era of human consciousness. They also assert that the
beginning of this new era begins not on December 21, 2012—but on October 28,
2011—making the time of the great shift in consciousness just around the corner.
Provocative and informative, the Clows have provided an explanation and roadmap for
the future. It will be embraced by all who are interested in the evolution of human
consciousness.
The Pleiadian Tantric Workbook assists you with healing relationships and teaches
advanced cellular clearing to heal couple split. Specific exercises and techniques show
you how to clear kundalini and sexual channels through tantra. The Pleiadian
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Emissaries of Light gives you practical information for your everyday life.
A New Cosmology for the Age of Light
The 2011/2012 Prophecies and Nine Dimensions of Consciousness
Affinity
Awakening Your Divine Ba
Akashic Records Journey of a Mystic
Welcome to the Fifth Dimension
Manual de ejercicios tantricos pleyadianos / The Pleiadian Tantric Workbook
A Guide to Energetically Awaken You to the Pleiadian Prophecies for Healing and
Resurrection
Dr. Michael Newton is world-famous for his spiritual regression techniques that take hypnotic subjects
back to their time in the spirit world. His two best-selling books of client case studies, Journey of Souls
and Destiny of Souls, have left thousands of readers eager to discover their own afterlife adventures,
their soul companions and guides, and their purpose in this lifetime. Now, for the first time in print, Dr.
Newton reveals his step-by-step methods. His experiential approach to the spiritual realms sheds light on
the age-old questions of who we are, where we came from, and why we are here. This groundbreaking
guidebook, designed for both hypnosis professionals and the general public, completes the afterlife
trilogy by Dr. Newton.
A revolutionary approach to male sexuality offers the keys to achieving sexual fulfillment • Teaches
how to retain semen for increased vitality and longer lovemaking • Explains the relationshipstrengthening benefits of deep, sustained penetration • Includes foreplay approaches and position
sequences Fulfilling sex nourishes love, increases vitality, and boosts mental health. Unfortunately,
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prevailing attitudes about male sexuality and what is good sex work against these innate features by
focusing on the excitement of ejaculation as the one and only goal. Using the tantric guidelines they
have practiced for more than 25 years, Diana and Michael Richardson show men how to move beyond
their preconceptions of sex as a goal-oriented--and often unintentionally stressful--event so they can
relax into sex as a meditative union of complementary energies. They explain how retaining semen
allows for increased vitality and extended lovemaking sessions and show the relationship-strengthening
benefits of deep, sustained penetration. They also explain how to perform soft penetration and how to
avoid premature ejaculation. Tantric Sex for Men includes tried-and-true foreplay approaches, diagrams
of sexual position sequences, ways to increase sexual sensitivity through awareness, and how to have
ecstatic experiences through reaching a woman’s body on a sexually deeper level. The authors also
demonstrate how the sexual organs can be used to heal both men and women physically, emotionally,
and spiritually.
What is Tantra? It is joy, passion, and healing. It is trust and kindness. It is power. It is everything that a
human being is capable of and more... so much more. Living a tantric life is a life filled with unlimited
happiness. It is unfathomable in its greatness. It is a way of intimately connecting with the people around
you that will change how you exist in this world.
The Pleiadians call this time the New Dawning, a time for us to renounce our fear-based, threedimensional illusions and consciously align with the new fourth- and fifth-dimensional energies that are
anchoring on our planet. Are you ready? How can we live by Pleiadian principles and use them to assist
us in our enlightenment process? This second major title channeled by Christine Day is a spiritual but
practical roadmap that will show you how to navigate through these challenging, changing times, to
understand the roles presaged by our conscious choice. With the clarity offered by Pleiadian Principles
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for Living, you will learn: To understand the current changes facing Earth and what is to come To
activate pre-agreements made to support us in our mission How to use tools and sacred sounds that
provide opportunities to work with the energetic matrix of crop circles, providing knowledge and
activations How to use step-by-step tools for harnessing the energy of the Earth’s natural forces through
telepathic communion and communication with the Spiritual realms and all energetic alliances within
the Universe Pleiadian Principles for Living offers unique access to a wide variety of online audio files,
featuring unlimited journeys of light initiations to support all readers in their individual awakening and
evolution to their Spiritual home.
A Guide to Accessing Dimensional Energies, Communicating With the Pleiadians, and Navigating
These Changing Times
Exercises
Pleiadian Initiations of Light
Satanic Feminism
Serpent of Light: The Movement of the Earth's Kundalini and the Rise of the Female Light, 1949 to
2013
The Pleiadian Agenda
Awakening Your Divine Ka
Fifty of the Most Powerful Spells Ever Created
Amorah Quan Yin's latest collection of channeled teachings on the
nature of spiritual initiation, mystery schools, and how to access
energies for personal transformation. • By the author of The Pleiadian
Workbook (40,000 copies sold). • More than 25 recorded transmissions
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from Ascended Masters, St. Germain, Elohim, Mother Mary, and many
others. • Includes guided meditations and exercises for everyday life.
Learn how to live in divine flow, deepen your spiritual connection to
the divine source, and access spiritual guidance in becoming a true
Master Being of Light. In her latest series of channeled
transmissions, Amorah Quan Yin provides a fascinating chronicle of
human spiritual evolution from a galactic perspective. Quan Yin
teaches that there is infinite loving assistance available to humanity
from the higher dimensions. In Affinity she transmits the wisdom of
the Ascended Masters, Angels, and others to assist us in learning how
to receive this help and attain personal transformation. Drawing on
the wisdom of Goddess Antares and the gentle support of the Dolphin
Star Temple Higher Council, Quan Yin explains how to retune our
bodies, minds, emotions, and spirits to the divine flow of the
universe. Mother Mary teaches us how to remove ourselves from negative
astral planes. From Elohim we learn how to work with our cellular
structure on a spiritual plane. This extensive collection of teachings
offers specific exercises and techniques to align us with our divine
selves.
The Pleiadian Tantric Workbook assists you with healing relationships.
This sequel to The Pleiadian Workbook teaches advanced cellular
clearing to heal the male/female split, and, with specific exercises
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and techniques practical for everyday life, shows you how to activate
and clear kundalini and sexual channels through tantra.
Mind Body Spirit.
This is a must-read. Star Wisdom is a great experience in the
discovery of higher consciousness. Read on to learn of the real truths
about life and death, God and man, and religion and spirituality. " Randolph Winters, author of "The Pleiadian Mission" The journey of the
human spirit is a wondrous voyage from a primitive state of ignorance,
going through innumerable lifetimes in which one grows in wisdom,
until at last one merges with all spirits in a state of absolute love
and light. On and on, say the Pleiadians, one progresses into greater
love and light. This book is for those who want to grow spiritually-to
find deep inner happiness and freedom of spirit. Pleiadian
Spirituality is for those willing to take complete responsibility for
their own lives, for those who have seen through the false promises of
religions, cults, and gurus and yet are still seeking greater
spiritual development.
The Hathor Material
Pleiadian Keys to the Living Library
Principles of Pleiadian Spirituality
Life Between Lives
Teenage Australians on Religion, Sexuality and Diversity
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Tantric Sex for Men
The Pleiadian Workbook
A Better Story
The architects of the sexual revolution won over the popular imagination because
they knew the power of story. They drew together radical new ideologies, often
complex and hard to grasp, and melded them into the simpler structure of
narrative. Crucially, they cast narratives that appealed to the moral instincts of
ordinary, decent people. This moral vision overwhelmed the church and silenced
its faltering apologists. The author argues that if Christians still believe they have
have good news in the sphere of sexual ethics, then two big tasks lie ahead. Our
first priority is to work out what has gone so badly wrong, both in our
understanding and application of what the Bible teaches and the way we have
presented our case to the non-churched. And then we must offer a better story,
one that fires the imagination with such force that people will say, 'I want that to
be true.' This book offers a confident, biblically rooted moral vision which needs to
be shared with prayer and courage.
The Pleiadians, a collective of multidimensional beings from the Pleiades star
system, have been speaking through Barbara Marciniak since 1988. This longawaited book shares new inspiration from over nine years of previously
unpublished Pleiadian wisdom, and Marciniak offers innovative ideas for changing
beliefs, reclaiming one's power, and creating a world of unlimited possibilities.
She also presents critical new material on how to deal with the world's increasing
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chaos and the accelerated pace of life. Consisting of profound new insights on
power, fear, love, desire, health, sexual intimacy, energy, and creativity, this timely
text is for those ready and willing to embrace self-empowerment, seek the truth,
broaden awareness, and meet the challenges of a world on the brink of major
change. Individual chapters include Energy and Frequency — A New Playground of
the Mind, Accelerated Energy and Stretching Your Mind in the Nanosecond of
Time, and The Intimate Dance of Beliefs and Emotions.
Noted astrologer and spiritual teacher Barbara Hand Clow channels the voice of
Satya, a Pleiadian goddess. Satya describes the huge cosmic drama taking place
simultaneously in nine dimensions, with Earth as the chosen theater. The
Pleiadians are a group of enlightened beings who believe that the end of the
Mayan Calendar will signal a critical leap in human evolution; the Pleiadians will
be there to guide us for that leap. This shift is the coming Age of Light, and the
entry of our solar system into the Photon Band and the Age of Aquarius.
Revised and updated edition of the classic astrology text on predicting and
navigating life crises • Provides charts for the transits of Saturn, Uranus, and
Chiron--now updated through 2050--to predict your personal growth cycles and
timing of kundalini rising • Shares tools to cope with the intensity of spiritual
emergency and direct the kundalini energy released during planetary passages •
Includes a new preface by the author reflecting on 20 years of success stories
since the book’s initial publication • No astrological chart needed to use this book
In this updated edition of Liquid Light of Sex, renowned astrologer and spiritual
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teacher Barbara Hand Clow explores the connection between life crises in your
30s, 40s, and 50s and the key astrological passages of Saturn, Uranus, and Chiron
in your birth chart. She explains how kundalini energy--the “liquid light of sex”
that lies at the base of the spine--is activated during these planetary transits,
rising through the chakras and triggering the process of spiritual emergency, and
in many cases, a cascade of health, emotional, and relationship problems as well
as extreme anxiety. She shows that by understanding these astrological transits,
you can be prepared for turbulent periods and successfully navigate them by
creatively channeling the spiritual fire of kundalini. Clow provides astrological
charts--now updated through 2050 for those born between 1930 and
2000--detailing the cycles of Saturn, Uranus, and Chiron, so you do not need your
birth chart to use this book. She explains how to use the charts to predict the
onset and completion of each kundalini activation and corresponding crisis. She
shares tools for individuals and therapists to cope with the intensity of spiritual
emergency and too much fire energy, unblock the chakras, and integrate the
power of kundalini for physical, emotional, and spiritual growth. Reflecting on 20
years of success stories since the book’s initial publication, Clow presents a road
map for using celestial cycles to navigate positively and productively in times of
great life change.
Pleiadian Perspectives on Human Evolution
Earth
Dark Light Consciousness
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Star Wisdom
Eight Extraordinary Channels - Qi Jing Ba Mai
Awakening Your Divine KA'
The Alchemy of Nine Dimensions
Twin Flames and the Event: Workbook

The Pleiadian Workbook is a direct transmission from the
Pleiadian Emissaries of Light--Light beings from the
Pleiades--who say it's time now for spiritual growth, ascension,
and healing. Through Amorah Quan Yin, we are taught to open our
"Ka Channels," which pull energy from our multidimensional,
holographic selves into our physical bodies. These galactic
healing techniques align us with our divine selves, raise our
vibratory rates, and rejuvenate and balance our bodies, while
accelerating spiritual evolution and stimulating emotional
healing.
This is the fifth and final book written by Amorah Quan Yin. She
had completed the initial version of this text just before her
death in June of 2013. This is a book that is for everyone who
has ever been inspired by Amorah's writings. And it is a book
for everyone who appreciates a deep spiritual message ringing
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with clarity and strength. This book is for all of us searching
how to live our everyday lives in alignment with divine love and
truth. The early chapters here establish a foundation of
spiritual practices that can be used by everyone to improve
their lives. The later chapters speak to the core of what holds
us back from becoming our true selves and finding our path to
Oneness. When it comes to helping us transform our lives, there
is no voice that speaks with more clarity and impact than
Amorah's. Drop all new age stereotypes; this is a prophet with
the sword of truth.
'How can I expand and deepen my spiritual life? I need new
openings to free myself from what is stuck in my life, and I
need a vision of where my spiritual life is heading.' This is a
favorable time for fresh insights and new perspectives-a time to
revitalize your spirituality for the transformational world that
you live in today. At the heart of Breaking Bubbles are stories
about the healings of people who have found a way to break
through the persistent obstacles in their lives and to enter
into a different relationship with their identity and their
spiritual life. This book inspires the kind of insights and
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experiences that will take you to a place of greater clarity and
optimism on your spiritual path. Awakening Oneness is the single
most profound insight that you can ever come to-the thing that
can most profoundly transform your sense of yourself and the
world around you. You are Oneness, but it is as if your
consciousness were held within a bubble, and this bubble keeps
you focused in a pattern of separateness that has become the
limited reality you experience. The limiting effect of being
within bubbles hides their very existence and holds you in
separation from Oneness. Breaking your bubbles illuminates the
landscape ahead of you in a new way, making visible the
potential paths you have not yet imagined. By breaking your
limiting bubbles, you discover yourself in a place of freedom
from what used to be your compulsions and your fears-and
ultimately you experience your awakening in the New Earth and
Unity consciousness.
How do contemporary teenagers experience and understand
religious, spiritual, gender and sexual diversity? How are their
experiences mediated by where they go to school, their faith and
their geographic location? Are their outlooks materialist,
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religious, spiritual, or do they have hybrid identities?
Freedoms, Faiths and Futures: Teenage Australians on Religion,
Sexuality and Diversity offers powerful insight into how
teenagers make sense of the world around them. Drawing on rich
data from a major national study, this book creates new ways of
understanding the complexity of young people's lives and how
school education covering diversity best addresses their world.
This book argues that school education focused on worldviews is
founded on ways of thinking about young people that do not
reflect the complexities of Generation Z's everyday experiences
of diversity and their interactions with each other. It argues
that certain kinds of education in schools can play a
significant role in developing religious literacy, tolerance and
positive attitudes to diversity.
(Two Volumes in a Slipcase)
New Pleiadian Wisdom for a World in Chaos
Reclaiming the Divine Flow of Creation
Family of Light
ETs, Ancient Mystery Schools, and Ascension
A Handbook for Clinical Practice and Nei Dan Inner Meditation
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A Guide to Attaining Groupmind, Claiming Your Sacred Heritage,
and Activating Your Destiny
Pleiadian Tales and Lessons in Living
According to the Bible, Eve was the first to heed Satan's advice to eat the forbidden fruit and
thus responsible for all of humanity's subsequent miseries. The notion of woman as the Devil's
accomplice is prominent throughout Christian history and has been used to legitimize the
subordination of wives and daughters. In the nineteenth century, rebellious females performed
counter-readings of this misogynist tradition. Lucifer was reconceptualized as a feminist
liberator of womankind, and Eve became a heroine. In these reimaginings, Satan is an ally in
the struggle against a tyrannical patriarchy supported by God the Father and his male priests.
Per Faxneld shows how this Satanic feminism was expressed in a wide variety of nineteenthcentury literary texts, autobiographies, pamphlets, newspaper articles, paintings, sculptures,
and even artifacts of consumer culture like jewelry. He details how colorful figures like the
suffragette Elizabeth Cady Stanton, gender-bending Theosophist H. P. Blavatsky, author Aino
Kallas, actress Sarah Bernhardt, anti-clerical witch enthusiast Matilda Joslyn Gage, decadent
marchioness Luisa Casati, and the Luciferian lesbian poetess Renée Vivien embraced these
reimaginings. By exploring the connections between esotericism, literature, art and the political
realm, Satanic Feminism sheds new light on neglected aspects of the intellectual history of
feminism, Satanism, and revisionary mythmaking.
Based on her popular workshops in Canada and Europe, Welcome to the Fifth Dimension is
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author Diane LeBlanc’s guide to helping readers recognize and integrate their multiple
dimensions. Through examples, exercises, and channeled teachings, she shows us how to regain
our co-creative power and live each day and moment in a state of grace. The key, says LeBlanc,
is Quintessence, a self-coaching program that revitalizes the five most important dimensions of
human existence in order to feel better, recover from disease, and be fully happy. The book
breaks Quintessence into groups of five: the five energy fields that surround the body, the
individual’s five main ÒSoul families,Ó the five dimensions of the human brain, and others.
The book assesses and draws on many contemporary schools of thought, as seen in books like
The Law of Attraction, The Power of Now, and The Celestine Prophecy. It also provides
original teachings channeled from the powerful entity LeBlanc describes as the "Mother Earth
Consciousness," personified as Bianca Gaia who is LeBlanc’s alter ego. Packed with charts,
diagrams, and illustrations, this compelling book encourages readers to radically enhance their
health and happiness by opening their minds to this new way of thinking.
A text supplemented by more than a hundred illustrations of letters, art, and sculpture covers
such topics as the four divine names and the five modalities of being, the light of infinity, and
the significance of each of the 22 letters of the Hebrew alphabet, in addition to exploring the
vital influence of the Kabbalah on art, literature, music, architecture, psychoanalysis, and
health.
FOREWORDThis book was born of clear vision. You may use it as a windowthrough which to
view a new perspective of the past and an expanded vistaof your current opportunity. In these
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pages, you will meet the PleiadianEmissaries of Light, remarkable beings who will assist you to
express yourChrist Presence-the joyful, wise, healthy, spontaneous, loving, immortalindividual
you are-and they will guide you through an experience ofPleiadian Lightwork. It is an
opportunity to awaken.My experience of The Pleiadian Workbook: Awakening Your DivineKa
began on a golden spring day on the western slopes of Mt. Shasta. I hadgone to "the place
where ladybugs come to dance," as I call the smallmedicine wheel I helped build near my
home. On dry days, hundreds ofladybugs emerge from the cushion of pine needles on the
forest floor as Ibeat my drum; their flight fills the air with hard orange bodies. They
walkabout my arms and legs eagerly greeting me, and cover a small cedar tree. Ioften go to this
place for pipe ceremonies with a friend to pray for theunfolding Divine Plan on Earth; I also
pray that I may know the mostappropriate steps to take each moment to assist the unfolding
plan. Herewith the dancing ladybugs, the delicious scent of warm pine, and the musicof clear
rushing water playfully slapping stoic gray boulders, I "saw" thatmy friend Amorah would
write her first book and that I would assist thebirthing by editing her first-draft manuscript
and helping prepare hermaterials for submission to a publisher.Several days later I broached
the subject with Amorah. Silence. Moresilence. I could see the faint flush of pink rising in her
face, embarassmentat contemplating something "so grand." A nervous laugh. "We'll see,"
shestated in that I'm-changing-the-subject-now tone of voice. Within weeks,confirmation came
from other unexpected sources. The project wasconceived.By the time Amorah began to write
and I began to edit, I wasworking with the Pleiadian Emissaries of Light every day,
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especiallyduring sleep, with the intention of transmuting anything-beliefs,
thoughtforms,genetic encoding, karmic imprints, behavioral patterns-that in anyway hindered
my full expression and embodiment of my Christ Presence.With the assistance of these
Pleiadians, I carefully scrutinized my own lifeand body to determine what patterns I carried;
then I applied the techniquesof Pleiadian Lightwork to make the needed transformation.I
noticed that I was beginning to "read between the lines," so tospeak. I seemed to have access to
new information and knowing that wasnot "in print" in the book which I could immediately
apply to my life.Much of this new knowing was very practical and basic information for
myphysical well-being...(fragment) Shahan JonMt. Shasta, California
Path of Empowerment
Hypnotherapy for Spiritual Regression
Tantric Intimacy
Hidden Mysteries
Our Divine Destiny
The Transformative Power of Saturn, Chiron, and Uranus
Mysteries of the Kabbalah
Making Love a Meditation
A civilization known as the Hathors relays information concerning the
true meaning of human DNA shift and helix transformation. This book
contains question and answer sessions between Essene and the Hathors,
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in which she probes sacred geometry, power rods and the human fulcrum
point.
Power Magick - Fifty of the Most Powerful Spells Ever Created contains
a collection of the most famous and effective spells for all
occasions. Spells will not only help you to achieve success in your
career, to get protection from evil forces, but also the book will
help you to find your real love. This book is a collection of
different kinds of spells. There are different money spells, love
spells, protection spells, purification spells, spells for beauty,
attraction spells, spells for driving away evil, money spells,
prosperity spells, nightmare spells, health spells, spells which can
help you to loos your weight and many others. Also in the book are
many descriptions of different rituals and the lists of ingredients
you need. This book is an indispensable addition to the private
collection of magic books for a beginner magician, or highly
experienced warlocks and witches. The Spell power of this book has
been verified by time and tested by many wizards and other masters of
the craft. I am sure that this book will help you in your magical
practice.
The Pleiadians are moving into a new era. Through the opening of a new
multidimensional timeframe, a pure light frequency has activated the
sacred timing of an important aspect of their commitment to us as a
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human race. This is what the Pleiadians refer to as fulfilling the
Promise that was set in place lifetimes ago. Now is the time for them
to reveal to us as a human race the sacred aspects of who we are and
what we need to do to become fully realized and fulfill our role on
our Earth plane. The energy of this Promise holds the key to our
further awakening and the unfolding of our self-realization process on
a multidimensional level. This Promise activates the revelations of
understanding and knowledge to be given to all those who are seekers
of Truth--information that will help us to understand this transition
and the role we need to play to fully open ourselves to our
magnificence. A series of blessed revelations align you to a deeper
natural aspect of your own humanness and spirituality. The Pleiadian
Promise also includes six channeled audio files that give you a direct
experience with the Pleiadians through multidimensional levels of
light initiations.
This workbook has been created to go alongside the book "Twin flames
and the Event". Working with the exercises in this workbook will
hugely affect your spiritual evolution and will assist you to very
quickly become one with your higher self. In this workbook, you will
find many exercises that will support you on a very deep level to
transform from the third-dimensional caterpillar to a fifthdimensional butterfly. Billions of books have been created in the
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world, and you were drawn to this book for a reason. Your higher self
has brought you to this book, and that is because this book contains
codes that are specifically connected to you and your evolutionary
journey toward spiritual mastery, also known as Eternal Remembrance of
your perpetual innocence as a child of God. Absolutely stunning a
reflection of your utmost highest spirit and soul shinning though you
are a truly remarkable lady who inspires the world to shine - Stella.
Power Magick
Breaking Bubbles and Awakening Oneness
Cosmic Soul
Pleiadians on Autism
The Gnostics
Sex and Lies
Discover the Magic of True Connection
Lucifer as the Liberator of Woman in Nineteenth-Century Culture
The Eight Extraordinary channels are amongst the most interesting and
clinically important aspects of Chinese medicine and Qigong. This book
introduces the theory behind the channels, explains their clinical
applications, and explores their psycho-emotional and spiritual
qualities. The author also describes how to cultivate the channels
through Nei Dan Inner Meditation. As a practitioner of Chinese
medicine or acupuncture, the key to creating effective individual
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treatment plans is having a wide understanding of channel theory, and
a comprehensive knowledge of the pathways and the points on the
channels. David Twicken provides treatment strategies, methods and
case studies, offering a variety of approaches so as to give the
reader a solid foundation from which to confidently create customized
treatment plans for each patient. Offering a historical perspective as
well as modern insights, this book will be essential reading for
novice as well as experienced practitioners.
Many people are drawn to the Pleiades star system as have many ancient
cultures for thousands of years. The Abbotts paranormal specialists
explain that 80% of all men and women born since 1971 are Starseeds or
ex- Pleiadians. They incarnate with many Pleiadian Off-Planet traits
and a strong urge to create Pleiadian conditions here on Earth! Learn
about life on the Pleiades Home Worlds from Pleiadian beings and from
intriguing channelled messages from the Ascended Masters. The Abbotts
add their own unique and easy to understand knowledge that they have
gathered as hypnotherapists and clairvoyants. A fascinating book with
special knowledge for all Starseeds, ex-Pleiadians and students of
esoteric para-sciences.
Gnostics have always sought to “know” rather than to accept dogma and
doctrine, often to their peril. This inquiry into Gnosticism examines
the character, history, and beliefs of a brave and vigorous spiritual
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quest that originated in the ancient Near East and continues into the
present day.Lawrence Durrell writes, “This is a strange and original
essay, more a work of literature than of scholarship, though its
documentation is impeccable. It is as convincing a reconstruction of
the way the Gnostics lived and thought as D.H. Lawrence’s intuitive
recreation of the vanished Etruscans.”
How to awaken the Ureaus--the serpent power of spiritual transcendence
within each of us--and connect to the superconscious of the universe •
Reveals the biochemistry of how the body’s melanin provides the
template for the subtle energy body or light body • Shows how
embracing the dark light consciousness of the awakened Ureaus opens a
portal to the sacred darkness of the superconscious • Provides
illustrated instructions for meditation practices, breathing
exercises, and yoga postures to safely awaken Ureaus/Kundalini energy
Within each of us lies the potential to activate a personal connection
to the superconscious. Called “Ureaus” in ancient Egyptian texts and
“Kundalini” in ancient Hindu yoga traditions, our innate serpent power
of spiritual transcendence inhabits the base of the spine in its
dormant state. When awakened, it unfurls along the spinal column to
the brain, connecting individual consciousness to the consciousness of
the universe enfolded within the dark matter of space. At the root of
creativity and spiritual genius across innumerable cultures and
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civilizations, this intelligent force reveals portals that enfold
time, space, and the luminous matrix of reality itself. Combining
physics, neuroscience, and biochemistry with ancient traditions from
Africa and India, Edward Bruce Bynum, Ph.D., explores the ancient
Egyptian science of the Ureaus and reveals how it is intimately
connected to dark matter and to melanin, a light-sensitive, energyconducting substance found in the brain, nervous system, and organs of
all higher life-forms. He explains how the dark light of melanin
serves as the biochemical infrastructure for the subtle energy body,
just as dark matter, together with gravity, holds the galaxies and
constellations together. With illustrated instructions, he shows how
to safely awaken and stabilize the spiritual energy of the Ureaus
through meditation practices, breathing exercises, and yoga postures
as well as how to prepare the subtle body for transdimensional soul
travel. By embracing the dark light of the shining serpent within, we
overcome our collective fear of the vast living darkness without. By
embracing the dark, we transcend reality to the dimension of light.
I Am a Pleiadian - Starseeds On Earth!
True Stories of Women's Intimate Lives in the Arab World
Melanin, Serpent Power, and the Luminous Matrix of Reality
Pleiadian Principles for Living
God, Sex And Human Flourishing
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El Despertar De Tu Ba Divino
The Pleiadian Tantric Workbook
Isis Unveiled
The Akashic Records are a living library of your soul or the blueprint of your book of life. Every
thing is recorded in your soul's Records; all your thoughts, words, emotions, intentions and
actions in all timelines, dimensions and realities. These Records are alive, interactive and you
can rewrite what is written when you tap into and open your own Records. This step-by-step
guide teaches us how to access our own Akashic Records, we learn to refresh the soul, weary
of the burdens of past trauma and injury. By opening one's records, Teza shows us how we
can release deep-seated blockages, fears and other toxic emotions. The path of the conscious
observer is outlined here in, recognizing Light and Shadow, bridging brokenness to wholeness,
transforming perceptions and dimensions of Self while facing profound truths about ourselfmade choices. The being who reads Cosmic Soul, witnesses the Self traveling from chaos to
clarity, from hard judgment to the soothing care of Self and Other. Only when one achieves this
personal awakening, this freedom, can one deliberate his/her contribution to the collective
awakening. Simply, Cosmic Soul delivers.
Embraced worldwide as key spiritual teachers of our times, the Pleiadians are back, with
another bold and controversial look at our highest purpose on Earth. Earth: Pleiadian Keys to
the Living Library is their handbook to inspired living, calling on us to restore and return value
to the human being, and to recognize the Goddess energies and the power of blood as
connections to our DNA and our heritage. Using wit, wisdom, and deep compassion, they
entice us to explore the corridors of time through the concept of the Game Masters; to awaken
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the crucial codes for multidimensional perspective; and to redream the Living Library of Earth.
Their teachings aare significantly arranged in twelve chapters to trigger a deeper
understanding of our ancestral lineage. Earth probes the memories hidden deep within us to
reveal our crucial roles in the transformational process unfolding in our times.
The Pleiadian Emissaries of Light provide this fascinating chronicle of human spiritual evolution
from a galactic perspective. This wider history of our solar system restores the long-forgotten
connection of humankind with Venus, Mars, Maldek, and Earth. The truth about our ancient
past is uncovered, helping us to remember the experiences that have caused us to function
dualistically, and guiding us toward karmic wholeness as unified and divine beings.
Pleiadians on Autism brings to light channeled information from the Pleiadian point of view that
reveals new knowledge about autism. It provides unusual and remarkable information about
who the autistics are and their significant roles on planet Earth. It also tells Alexandra's
personal story and illustrates her relationship with the Pleiadians. This book is intended to
support brave parents who dare to open up their hearts and minds to new concepts. Only your
heart can tell you if this information is for you.
Oneness
The Pleiadian Promise
The Quintessence of Being, the Ascended Masters' Ultimate Secret
Astrology and the Rising of Kundalini
The Pleiadian Living Lessons
Freedoms, Faiths and Futures
Messages from an Ascended Civilization
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With compassion and compelling insight, the Pleiadians, those system-busting time-travelers from
the future, take us on a journey through the unchartered lands of The Book of Earth, which
comprises all human experience. While “our world goes belly-up in these most absurd of times,”
they offer us “tools for survival.” During the crucial period between 1987 and 2012--a nanosecond
in the annals of existence where secrets and solutions are stored--we have the unique opportunity
to move from the deepest of density to the highest of frequencies--where we shift from linear to
multi-dimensional living. To make this transition, we must face not only the limitations of our 3-D
world with its electronic manipulation and mind control, we must embrace our own wounds, and
those of our ancestors and our leaders. To heal ourselves, to raise our frequency from one of
despair and fear to one of great inspiration and love, the Pleiadians urge us to rethink and
reevaluate our lives: “You shall change, you will change, you must change, because this is the
season of change.”
HPB's first major work, originally published in 1877. The most astounding compendium of occult
facts and theories in Theosophical literature. It proclaims the existence of mystery schools under
the guardianship of men who are servants for truth. It outlines a movement by the Guardians of
the Ancient Wisdom to preserve and protect the ageless truths, until in later times they would
again become known for the spiritual benefit of all.
"Jaw-dropping . . . Inspiring . . . A haunting and beautifully composed book . . . It blew my mind."
--Lisa Taddeo, #1 New York Times bestselling author of Three Women A fearless exposé of the
secrets and lies of women's intimate lives, by the bestselling author of The Perfect Nanny, Adèle,
and In the Country of Others "All those in positions of authority--politicians, parents,
teachers--maintain the same line: 'Do what you like, but do it in private.' " Leila Slimani was in
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her native Morocco promoting her novel Adèle, about a woman addicted to sex, when she began
meeting women who confided the dark secrets of their sexual lives. In Morocco, adultery,
abortion, homosexuality, prostitution, and sex outside of marriage are all punishable by law, and
women have only two choices: They can be wives or virgins. Sex and Lies combines vivid, often
harrowing testimonies with Slimani's passionate and intelligent commentary to make a
galvanizing case for a sexual revolution in the Arab world.
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